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RED GINSENG RITUAL KIT

SKU: WL-123-HK-002

Designer: NESTBLOOM

The Red Ginseng Ritual Kit is the
perfect starter gift set to enjoy the full
pampering ritual of NestBloom. With
this, you have just discovered your very
own little secret to radiant and youthful
skin.

The Red Ginseng Ritual Kit comes with
the Red Ginseng Bloom, which consists
of premium Bird’s Nest, rock sugar, and
premium Red Ginseng extract. Red
Ginseng has been long regarded as one
of Korea’s superfoods, prized for its
ability to boost one’s immune system,
overall energy levels, and wellbeing.

All Ritual Accessories in the kit are
100% handcrafted. The Ritual Bowl is
handcrafted with premium borosilicate
crystal to withstand high temperatures
while protecting your hands from the
heat. Inside every ritual double-wall
bowl, there is a 5-dot mark to indicate
the amount of water to be added. The
curvature of the bowl amplifies the
aromatic potential. The Ritual Glass
Spoon has been carefully designed to
bring out the right amount of flavor in
each spoonful for you to savor. Set at 5
minutes, the NestBloom Hourglass
provides a little moment for you to enjoy
the wafting aromas as you slowly
unwind and experience your ritual of
mindfulness and self-pampering.

Dimensions: L13.5 x W10.5 x H18 cm

This product is only for sale in Hong
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Kong.

Primary Material: Food
Primary Color: Red
Customization: This product is not
customizable.


